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ABSTRACT: Through the study case of Littoria post office building it was possible to reconstruct the character of
architect and engineer Angiolo Mazzoni Del Grande. As employed at the Minister of Communication and
thanks to his work, he was a protagonist within the Italian architectonical events in the thirties. His adhesion to
Futurism, the editorship of architectonical magazines and the active participation at the cultural debate of
those years, gave the opportunity of a clear picture of the Italian architectonical culture among vanguards,
new styles and constructive techniques and a constant comparison with history and classicism. Moreover it
was realised also a precise graphical and documentary reconstruction of the numerous projects of Littoria
post offices.

FUTURISM AND RECLAMATION OF THE PONTINE MARSHES
Between aesthetic ideals and political reasons
It is emblematic and interesting to analyse the casual coincidence between the ideals of the futurist urban
aesthetics and the socio-economical, political, propagandistic instances, which influenced the reclaimed
land of Agro Pontino (started in 1928) and the foundation of the urban centre of Littoria (1932). In this period of
time, as never before, the form of cities and the constructive techniques were influenced by a precise political
intent, which mirrored the Fascist Regime: in fact the towns erected in the Pontine area were thought to avoid
that considerable proletarian masses gathered towards the principal urban centres and therefore to encourage a polycentric urbanization. Moreover they were used as colonies, to host the I World War veterans, who
were above all Venetian farmers. The simplification or the complete elimination of buildings decorations was
the answer to the request of creating a comfortable familiar settlement for the farmers; as well as also the use
of rough building materials and the formal and volumetric simplification of buildings were the consequence of
the scanty skilled workers’, who were essentially the same farmers. These features were perfectly coincident
with the futuristic aesthetic values, even if the intents of the latter were very different: for instance the need of
a linguistic renewal, able to eliminate every historical and academic reference, in favour of a useful aesthetics, coming from the mechanical engineering. As Umberto Boccioni stated:
[…] we are at the presence of a sacred concept of the column and frame capital […] a sacred conception of the monumental, a sacred idea of the eternal statics. The architect has to forget everything and
above all he must forget of being an architect […] the big popular buildings with their bareness and their
simple ‘white-whole’ and ‘black-empty’ decoration are closer to the reality of the villa or the bourgeois
building. (Crispolti 1984)
The rapidity of the realisation, imposed by the Fascist Regime with propagandistic aims, elated actually the futuristic myth of the speed:
It is necessary to prefer the most constructive and speediest materials (e.g. iron, wood, brick, reinforced
concrete) respecting their features. Using them for building and considering the pure and simple relation-
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ship among economy-utility-speed, these rough materials create precious contrasts in colour and tonality.
(Crispolti 1984)
The iconography of draining pumps and the reclaimed fenland were a clear reflection of the futuristic aesthetics of the machine, of technology and progress as the human triumph on nature. Our analysis will deal therefore with the post office building, realised by Angiolo Mazzoni in 1932, as symbol and example both of historical events and aesthetic ideals and above all for its architectonical unique features:
Among its peculiarities, particularly interesting to analyse and admire is the presence of big high semicylindrical gratings, thought as mosquito-nets of protection against the marsh-fever. They represent, as a
matter of fact, an original, surprising and beautiful functional construction. As the famous and late lamented Antonio Sant’Elia, who completely renewed the architecture world wide, used sheaves of four or
more elevators, distant from the central part of the building, which were united to it through footways and
which give to the building less monotony and more movement; in the same way Mazzoni, whose aim was
to defend the house from the mosquitoes of malaria, substituted an architectonical metallic net to the usual
small sad gratings. This is a clear example of usefulness which becomes beauty, creation, poetry. (Marinetti
1932)
On the other hand, as reported within the manifesto “La Nuova Religione Morale della Velocità”, (edited on
11th May 1916) the radiotelegraphic stations together with the railway stations represent what the futurists call
“Divine inhabited places”.
ANGIOLO MAZZONI DEL GRANDE
Architect and engineer of the Minister of Communication
Angiolo Mazzoni was born in Bologna on 21st May 1894. Once in Roma, he was influenced by Marinetti, Boccioni and Balla and he was fascinated therefore both from the Futurism and from the Joseph Hoffman’s architectural work: the Austrian pavilion realised for the International Art exhibition in Rome, in fact, revealed him
“how to think of the architecture: construction which becomes poetry”. (Vittori; Muratore, 2000, p. 153) In 1914
he matriculated himself at the School of Application for Engineering in Rome, with Gustavo Giovannoni, Giovan Battista Milani and Vincenzo Fasolo as teachers and in 1919 he graduated in Civil Engineering. In 1922 he
graduated also in Architecture in Bologna, after a short work collaboration with Marcello Piacentini. The turning point of his career was the assumption in 1921 at the State Railway: his rapid professional ascent and the
unification of the Railway and the Post and Telegraph Services within the new Minister of Communication,
gave to him a privileged position and the possibility of a project continuity, (denied to the majority of his colleagues) capable of leaving a concrete mark in the architecture of that period, which was visible in the numerous buildings realised thanks to liquid assets and available technologies. Among these buildings, the most
important are: the seaside health resort Rosa Maltoni Mussolini al Calambrone (1925/31), the post office buildings in Agrigento (1930/32), Trento (1930/34), Ostia Lido (1933/34), Palermo (1934), Abetone (1934), Sabaudia
(1934), Pola (1935), the railway stations in Siena (1933/35), Reggio Emilia (1935) Trento (1935), Reggio Calabria
(1937/38), Messina (1937/39), Roma Termini (1939), the thermic power station and the rolling stock maintenance building at Firenze railway station (1932/35). Mazzoni himself explained his adhesion to the Futurism in
an article published in the first page of “Sant’Elia” magazine in may 1933:
Now I’m concretely joining the Futurism. My moral belonging started in 1915, when by asking myself only the
assent, I used to proclaimed me as a Sant’Elia follower. I worked 17 years to reach the creation of the first
pieces of work, which were futurist in all their parts […] and I was glad to hear, just by V.E. (Marinetti), that,
futuristically speaking, my post office building in Littoria gets over the simple rationalism. […] That is why my
adhesion to Futurism is a mere faith act, based on the pure artistic consciousness. (Mazzoni 1933a)
Other examples of this will and adhesion were the signature of the “Manifesto Futurista dell’Architettura Aerea” in 1934 with the poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti and the journalist Mino Somenzi; the editorship of the periodic journals “Sant’Elia” and “Artecrazia” and the collaboration to the magazines “La Città Nuova” and
“Stile Futurista”. After the II World War, he was involved in the purge, which followed the fall of the Fascist Regime; hence he migrated to Colombia where he continued his career and became also teacher at the National Colombian University of Bogotá. He returned in Roma in 1963, where he died on 28th September 1979.
THE CONTROVERSIAL IDENTITY OF ANGIOLO MAZZONI
His idea of construction between Futurism and Novecentismo
The evolution of Mazzoni’s style and his attending of the twentieth century principal cultural trends are stressed
from his concentration almost exclusively on the same typologies of the post office building and the railway
station: this feature is emblematic to analyse the Italian architectonical situation. Within the cultural debate of
that period of time it is emblematic to notice the permanence of masonry traits in building styles and methods
(Poretti 2003), which made the Italian Rationalism closer to the Piacentini’s Novecentismo/traditionalism than
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to the european rationalism, though the presence of distinct and divergent minds among the protagonists.
Though the use of reinforced concrete, wall and frame continued to be jointed within a composing logic
which aimed to a structural ‘collaboration’ of the same wall as stiffening and upwind element, on the basis of
morphological, structural and distributive aspects of the classical architecture. For the construction of Littoria
was used the bearing stone masonry with double row of bricks, alternating each 1.50 m (as peremptorily prescribed by Oriolo Fezzotti in 1932 in his report about the executive project of the urban centre of Littoria), to
help the scanty skilled workers.
The Futurism, hence, in this context of breathless running to reach the title of representative art and architecture of the Fascist Regime, being lacking of constructive architectonic samples, was searching for architectonical artists and work, capable of representing the formal and constructive ideas. While the graphical representations of the first exponents of the Italian Futurism, Sant’Elia and Chiattone, had a relevant and significant
identity and reminded quickly of the concrete expression of the futuristic ideology, the project elaboration on
the other side were generally associated to the ephemeral and expositive architecture. Marinetti was conscious that the Futurism did not limit itself to the two prevalent movements and he invited therefore his colleagues to search for a solution able to release the Futurism from the Rationalism. Among these artists, Alberto
Sartoris played the linking role between futuristic and rationalistic requests, as Mazzoni did within the Novecentismo, even if his work did not belong only at these two trends, but as a matter of fact is depth of cultural
and formal elements and referred to many of the European architectonical main exponents, particularly towards Josef Hoffman’s work and all the German school. In a manifesto without a title composed of nine main
topics and published in the magazine “Futurismo”, Mazzoni stated that Sant’Elia’s work overcame the Wagnerschule:
Wagnerschule = stirrings. Giuseppe Hoffman = Viennese elegance on schemes dreamt in Venice. […]
Sant’Elia destroys Wagnerschule and purifies the aspiration of a new architecture by working and setting it
free from decorations, superficial elegances, pure aesthetic abstractions. (Mazzoni 1933a).
Hoffmann’s Stoclet Building was considered “the first real modern architectonical work” (Mazzoni 1933b), while
the architect was seen as the author of the “art of covering an architectonical work with marble, giving at
the same time the possibility of the free sight of pure geometric structure and beauty of its conception. (Mazzoni 1934a). The covering and its function linked to the structure were the main features in Mazzonis’ work. The
building ornament, thought as an heavy structural element, was relevant for the definition of the formal aspect
of the same buildings; the reinforced concrete was generally used, but limited at the curbs, which was linking
together elements and building reinforcement; though its value, indeed, the concrete was generally used for
the industrial and useful architecture. Where there was the frame, the stone or brick covering dissembled its
nimbleness; this technique which was influenced from Berlage and Oud’s Dutch architecture, aimed to create
the covering as plastic element.
Mazzoni thought that the reinforced concrete building bareness, which created the alternating both of full
and empty spaces and juts and vertical elements, had to be hidden through “complementary materials” able
to create a multi-material covering as the modern corresponding decoration. The building structure was articulated in load-bearing structure and enclosing wall, where the stone and the marble “stop being loadbearing and constructive elements and become therefore decorative and protective features, […] they have
a constant sincere beauty and function”. (Mazzoni 1934a). The idea of the stone and/or brick covering corresponds to the futuristic multi-materiality concept, which allowed Mazzoni to begin an architectonical campaign in favour of marbles and Italian typical stones. From a strictly operative point of view, Mazzoni had an
artisanal idea of his projecting work of the railway stations and the post office buildings; in fact he controlled
minutely his work though the detailed design of the fixed and mobile furniture; of the lighting, lettering and signal apparatus; of clocks; selecting personally the suppliers and constructive materials. Analysing his debated
figure, what could be considered eclectic at first sight was actually a series of compromises with the state bureaucratic apparatus and the local governments, since he was a public employee. His adhesion to the Futurism was often seen as the possibility of escaping from the “ferocious bonds of the ruling traditionalist taste”.
(Mazzoni 1934b). Mazzoni himself gave two contradictory versions, as opposed are his opinions on the same
Futurism and on the it played within the architectonical debate:
Velani and Businari advised me to join the Futurism to obtain Marinetti’s aid, with whom they have already
spoken about the approval of my railway stations projects of Siena, Trento and Reggio Emilia. (Letter to
Bruno Zevi, 12th September 1959) (Cozzi; Godoli; Pettenella, 2003)
The influence of the futuristic architectonical principles, during the fascist period, was irrelevant. The Gruppo
7 has an importance, able to overshadow the technical, functional and aesthetical ideals of the futuristic
architecture. I am sure that it revealed itself much more in Marinetti’s rhetorical statements than within the
concrete constructed works. (Letter to Bruno Zevi, 12th November 1959) (Cozzi; Godoli; Pettenella, 2003)
I have always been futurist, even if I was imposed to express myself in a different way from my spiritual essence. (Letter to Danilo Vittori, 18th January 1975) (Cozzi; Godoli; Pettenella, 2003)
Futurism is an idea, enthusiasm, artistic optimism, but above all it is faith: maybe actually only faith. It is
hence quite ridiculous to speak about a futuristic style. They are, in fact, opposite terms: the style is indeed
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the definitive conclusion of an artistic age; it refers, as a matter of fact, to a more or less recent past; it is
definitely a static expression. Futurism is dynamic expression of movement: the goal is, in fact, towards the
future. The futuristic style is therefore only an absurd concept. (Mazzoni 1934b)

THE CREATION OF THE FUTURIST LANGUAGE
The post office building in Littoria and its first shape
The first project of 1932 placed the building at one of the extremity of viale Italia, that is one of the radial axles
which compose the radial centric scheme of the urban plan designed by the architect Oriolo Frezzotti. It was
built on the west side of piazza del Littorio and it made impossible the vision of the urban axle, creating, as a
matter of fact, a balance with the ONC Building (Ordine Nazionale dei Combattenti, National Order of Veterans) which was collocated at the opposite side of piazza del Quadrato. The building was constituted by an extended unique parallelepiped two-storied body, whose basis was a short basement covered with travertine.

Figure 1: plan of Littoria; (original drawing by G. Fittipaldi)

Figure 2: Littoria post office; 1st floor plan (left), south elevation (top right), north elevation (bottom right);
(original drawings by G. Fittipaldi)
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The planimetric disposition strengthened the construction to the urban design: in fact the building had two distinct front doors, which ideally linked the internal disposition to the urban ways. The entrance on the west side
was the ideal backdrop of viale Italia while the other, on the northern side, connected to the first of the annular ways, through which it was possible to enter directly the biggest and most important room of the analysed
building, that is the public room with the counter windows, placed at nodal position. The second way gave
access to the second public room, that is the writing room, placed between two compact bodies: a prismatic
one, designated to the toilettes and a semi cylindrical one with the stairs, in “anti-noda”l position despite the
entrances.
The rest of the building was constituted from serial rooms for the employed people. The complex architectural
and plan metric ‘legibility’ of this building was due to the absence of symmetry: the futurist trend, indeed, saw
the symmetry as a feature of the past and as a loss of functionality of the building as a whole and of its component rooms, whose light and space needs were therefore eliminated from the presence of the same symmetry. The new space concept of thinking of the single constitutive parts as autonomous and functional elements, almost as elements of a motor, broke the classical rules of uniformity and created hence what the
futurist defined ‘architectonic impressionism’. The absence of symmetry was a fondant element even on the
prospects, though the presence of classical tripartition in basement covered with travertine from Tivoli, with a
torus moulding as unifying element, brick elevations and conclusion. Furthermore though the doorways had a
central position, they created a full volume on the axis thanks to the presence of spans, even in number; this
device determined a specular line, which was reinforced on the west doorway from the presence of the high
concrete flagstaff covered with travertine. From a stylistic point of view the travertine covered doorways with
their convex pillars (which supported an heavy and high architrave), reflected the typical features of the architecture of Novecentismo.
The volumetric composition of the front sides corresponded to a logic of juxtaposition of different elements in
their form and function: on the northern side, indeed, the doorway was placed between the stairs and the toilettes; on the western side the serial openings balanced the high parallelepiped masonry structure. To focus
the attention on its verticality, Mazzoni put three high thin convex semi pillars, without concluding elements,
covered with travertine, on which he put other three bronze “fasci littori”, apparently bound through bronze
strings. The same elements were recurrently present in Sant’Elia’s designs, always because verticality was the
main feature of Futurism.
A big clock was placed on the side of the structure with anticorodal pointers and travertine indexes: metaphysically inspired (as for instance De Chirico’s pictures) the clock was indeed a clear Futuristic example
above all because of the absence of the clock face. The high and heavy brick pillars emphasised the prospects, giving evidence to the sequence of the work, stressed from the anti-marsh mosquitoes semi cylindrical
gratings, which unified the two floors and gave therefore verticality to the building. The gratings were wholly
realised without welding and only with fixed jointed and nailed elements and they were also disposed in a serial way to create a waved semitransparent metallic wall, made of aluminium and copper wire; as Marinetti
stated “they were able to transform a functional element into an original invention full of lyrical pathos”. The
protagonists of the Futurist Vanguard looked at the extroversion of this metallic wall both as the aircrafts cockpits and at the same time as the factory, which was another typical futuristic feature.
In the end, the saddle rooftop was connected to the rest of the structure through a jutted concrete cornice,
which reminded of the Wrightian idea.
Another characteristic feature of this building was the external climbing stairway, covered with bricks, which
represented the rural architecture typical of the region of Lazio: realised in reinforced concrete with a parabolic arch form, it was characterised from the riser realised with header bricks, excepted the first four riser, realised in travertine slabs and travertine ‘torus worked’ steps. The stairway was the scenographic transposition of
“profferlo”, that is the external staircase of the ancient typical rural buildings, which linked the shops of the
ground floor to the house at the top storey. The stairs of the post office as a public building was somehow an
refined reinterpretation of the rural house, just linking directly to the offices first floor. At the same time the
choice of the dynamic form (as that one of the parabolic arch) was another relevant reference to the futurist
idea of agile, tight, fast moving elements.
All the above described features, that is the combination of different materials , the juxtaposition of dimensions, the following of concave and convex lines in alternation to the orthogonal ones constituted what
Sant’Elia in 1914 defined as multi-expressivity. In the very sober internal parts was also present a clear reference
to the industrial architecture, which was assumed by the futurists as symbol of modernity: emblematic was the
likeness between the blast furnaces and the counter windows, characterised arch openings and brick walls at
sight. The choice of the materials was due to a modern taste: the bardiglio as an elegant marble used and
combined for the writing-desk and the counter windows posts; backed-clay and black linoleum for the floors;
white-grey Terranova plaster for the rooftops; anticorodal (chromium aluminium) for the external fixtures, door
handles and wainscots; bright and opaque copper, used in alternation for the internal frames and the radiators coverings; Makassar ebony (substituted from the gray maple in the successive phase of enlargement) for
the furniture. The most modern element was surely the automatic light ignition board, when the boxes were
engaged. In 1934 Mussolini ordered to remove the anti-marsh gratings, because as the Dux stated, they denied the win over the marsh.
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Figure 3: Littoria post office; perspective view; (original drawing by G. Fittipaldi)
The enlargement: a never realised project
In 1934 the town of Littoria became a province, therefore it was necessary an enlargement of the local Post
Office building. The new project was realised in two phases and particularly important was the counter windows room and its morph-typological configuration, above all after the indications of the Minister of Communication, as indicated within the announcement of competition for the new postal offices buildings in Roma
(1933). The first idea, which was rejected from the minister in charge at that time Umberto Puppini, aimed to a
kind of enlargement which emphasised the urban and representative feature of the building though a second
parallelepiped structure, whose ending was an apse and which was collocated close to the first one. This new
building had the same serial front disposition of brick alternated pillars and of double grated windows. On the
apsidal side there was the repletion of the entrance double span doorway, while on the simpler and brick
back side, there was a secondary entrance for the employed. A big tight arched bridge, with a thick series of
high and thin windows, linked the two structures and represented another important tribute at Sant’Elia’s designs.

Figure 4: Littoria post office unrealised enlargement project; 1st floor plan (left), north elevation (top right), south
elevation (bottom right); (original drawings by G. Fittipaldi)
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Figure 5: Littoria post office unrealised enlargement project; perspective view;
(original drawing by G. Fittipaldi)
The second project of enlargement
The futuristic features are much more present in the second realised project.
The presence of circular port-hole windows reminded the naval architecture ad the new extended apsidal
rectangular form, which suggested the idea of a steamer. This structure was jointed on the right side of the first
one, in west direction, on an orthogonal axes respect to the original one, creating therefore an asymmetry of
the planimetrical layout. The new project aimed to the distinction both of the load bearing structure and vertical closing elements and the same serial disposition of the front frame. In1969 a reckless decision of the Post
Telecommunication Minister caused the demolition of the external staircase and of the most of components
realised in 1932, compromising hence irremediably the ‘legibility’ of the original construction. The only visible
parts now are those ones realised within the enlargement program of 1934 and the first project of 1932.

Figure 6: Littoria post office enlargement project; 1st floor plan (left), south elevation (top right), north elevation
(bottom right); (original drawings by G. Fittipaldi)
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Figure 7: Littoria post office enlargement project; perspective view; (original drawing by G. Fittipaldi)
CONCLUSIONS
Beyond the bibliographical and archives research, this study case analysed also the reconstruction of the
three-dimensional info-graphical models of all the post office building projected versions, which permitted a
careful comparison of their formal results and the re-proposition of the original material aspect, as well as an
explaining of the complex figure of Mazzoni and the principal facts linked to Futurism and to the debate of
that period.
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